INDUSTRIAL MINIATURE ROBOTICS

Since 2007, asyril has been supplying its internationally renowned customers with compact and high performance assembly and packaging systems. The miniaturization of high-tech products is continuous. asyril plays a leading role in accompanying its partners in this trend, developing the constituent elements of their automation.

asyril employees find their motivation in technology and in strong interaction with industrial partners, guaranteeing suitable innovative solutions.
RESPONDING TO YOUR NEEDS

asyril is the leader in flexibility for the feeding and conditioning of small parts. We are at your service to analyse your needs and suggest an industrial solution to meet your expectations.

Our expertise in mechatronics enables us to develop innovative, flexible and reliable applications in the watchmaking and medical industry as well as the semiconductor and laboratory automation fields.

EXAMPLES

- Packaging parts on pallets or gel-paks
- Putting jewel bearings in tubes
- Sorting parts by dimensions
- Laying watch pieces on polishing plates
- Quality control of parts provided as bulk good
- Automatic high precision weighing for pharma test tubes

Located in a natural environment, the company is driven by creativity and innovation in order to achieve high level performance, reinforce its expertise and contribute to team members’ fulfillment.

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS

HIGH PRECISION ROBOTS

asyril supplies basic equipment for industrial automation. Our DELTA parallel structure robots were designed for installations that require speed and precision.

FLEXIBLE FEEDERS

The asycube has defined a new standard of flexibility for feeding small parts. It is the ideal alternative to rigid mechanical systems such as vibrating bowls.

FEEDER MODULES

The modules contain an Asycube and a vision system connected to an integrated robot. They are highly flexible loading systems for small parts that are provided as bulk good and are ideally suited for integration on machines or production lines. Changing part type does not require any setting or adjustment.

PACKAGING CELLS

Our palletising cells sort small parts that are provided as bulk good and arrange them in the right direction on supports such as trays, bottles and tubes.

Located in a natural environment, the company is driven by creativity and innovation in order to achieve high level performance, reinforce its expertise and contribute to team members’ fulfillment.
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RESPONDING TO YOUR NEEDS

asyril is the leader in flexibility for the feeding and conditioning of small parts. We are at your service to analyse your needs and suggest an industrial solution to meet your expectations. Our expertise in mechatronics enables us to develop innovative, flexible and reliable applications in the watchmaking and medical industry as well as the semiconductor and laboratory automation fields.

EXAMPLES

- Packaging parts on pallets or gel-paks
- Putting jewel bearings in tubes
- Sorting parts by dimensions
- Laying watch pieces on polishing plates
- Quality control of parts provided as bulk good
- Automatic high precision weighing for pharma test tubes

Located in a natural environment, the company is driven by creativity and innovation in order to achieve high level performance, reinforce its expertise and contribute to team members’ fulfillment.

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS

HIGH PRECISION ROBOTS

asyril supplies basic equipment for industrial automation. Our DELTA parallel structure robots were designed for installations that require speed and precision.

FLEXIBLE FEEDERS

The asycube has defined a new standard of flexibility for feeding small parts. It is the ideal alternative to rigid mechanical systems such as vibrating bowls.

FEEDER MODULES

The modules contain an Asycube and a vision system connected to an integrated robot. They are highly flexible loading systems for small parts that are provided as bulk good and are ideally suited for integration on machines or production lines. Changing part type does not require any setting or adjustment.

PACKAGING CELLS

Our palletising cells sort small parts that are provided as bulk good and arrange them in the right direction on supports such as trays, belts and tubes.

Located in a natural environment, the company is driven by creativity and innovation in order to achieve high level performance, reinforce its expertise and contribute to team members’ fulfillment.
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RESPONDING TO YOUR NEEDS

asyril is the leader in flexibility for the feeding and conditioning of small parts. We are at your service to analyse your needs and suggest an industrial solution to meet your expectations.

Our expertise in mechatronics enables us to develop innovative, flexible and reliable applications in the watchmaking and medical industry as well as the semiconductor and laboratory automation fields.

EXAMPLES

• Packaging parts on pallets or gel-paks
• Positioning jewel bearings in tubes
• Sorting parts by dimensions
• Laying watch pieces on polishing plates
• Quality control of parts provided as bulk goods
• Automatic high precision weighings for pharma test tubes

Located in a natural environment, the company is driven by creativity and innovation in order to achieve high level performance, reinforce its expertise and contribute to team members’ fulfillment.

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS

HIGH PRECISION ROBOTS

asyril supplies basic equipment for industrial automation. Our DELTA parallel structure robots were designed for installations that require speed and precision.

FLEXIBLE FEEDERS

The asycube has defined a new standard of flexibility for feeding small parts. It is the ideal alternative to rigid mechanical systems such as vibrating bowls.

FEEDER MODULES

The modules contain an Asycube and a vision system connected to an integrated robot. They are highly flexible loading systems for small parts that are provided as bulk goods and are ideally suited for integration on machines or production lines. Changing part type does not require any setting or adjustment.

PACKAGING CELLS

Our palletising cells sort small parts that are provided as bulk goods and arrange them in the right direction on supports such as trays, tables or tubes.
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Since 2007, asyril has been supplying its internationally renowned customers with compact and high performance assembly and packaging systems. The miniaturisation of high-tech products is continuous. asyril plays a leading role in accompanying its partners in this trend, developing the constituent elements of their automation. asyril employees find their motivation in technology and in strong interaction with industrial partners, guaranteeing suitable innovative solutions.